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Abstract. Detecting salient objects from images and videos has many useful applications in computer 
vision. In this paper, a novel spatiotemporal salient region detection approach is proposed. The proposed 
approach computes spatiotemporal saliency by estimating spatial and temporal saliencies separately. The 
spatial saliency is computed estimating of color contrast cue and color distribution cue by exploiting 
patch level and region level image abstractions in a unified way. The aforementioned cues are fused to 
compute an initial spatial saliency map, which is further refined to emphasize saliencies of objects 
uniformly, and to suppress saliencies of background noises. The final spatial saliency map is computed by 
integrating the refined saliency map with center prior map. Temporal saliency is computed based on local 
and global temporal saliencies estimations using patch level optical flow abstractions. Both local and 
global temporal saliencies are fused to compute the temporal saliency. Finally, spatial and temporal 
saliencies are integrated to generate a spatiotemporal saliency map. The proposed temporal and 
spatiotemporal salient region detection approaches are extensively experimented on challenging salient 
object detection video datasets. The experimental results show that the proposed approaches achieve an 
improved performance than several state-of-the-art saliency detection approaches. In order to compensate 
different needs in respect of the speed/accuracy tradeoff, faster variants of the spatial, temporal and 
spatiotemporal salient region detection approaches are also presented in this paper. 

Keywords: Salient region detection, temporal saliency, optical flow abstraction, spatiotemporal saliency 
detection, saliency map. 

1. Introduction 

Detecting salient regions from images and videos that captures the attention of Human Visual System 
is an interesting and difficult multi-disciplinary problem. Many computational visual attention models 
have been proposed over the years, to resemble the mechanism of the Human Visual System’s remarkable 
ability to fixate conspicuous/salient regions from a visual scene. The field has gained considerable 
attention in the recent years, and has become an active area of research in computer vision due to its 
applications in object detection [1], object recognition [2], adaptive image and video compression [3], 
image retargeting [4,5], summarization of photo collections [4] and video summarization [6], where 
saliency detection is considered as an essential step towards achieving a vision goal. 
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Existing works on visual saliency detection can be roughly categorized into bottom-up and top-down 
approaches. Most of the earlier bottom-up approaches model humans’ instinctive, stimulus-driven 
attention to distinct low level visual features such as color, intensity and orientation [7]. Recent bottom-up 
saliency detection approaches estimate saliency based on local, regional and global contrast [8,9,10]. 
Saliency computed by contrast-based bottom-up approaches is considered as low-level saliency. Top-
down saliency detection approaches [11] simulate humans’ task-driven attention driven by their 
knowledge, expectations, and current goals, thus it is considered high-level saliency. Goal-driven saliency 
is achieved by incorporating prior knowledge on visual features statistics and object level semantic 
features such as text, faces, etc. Some prior work [11,12] combines both bottom-up and top-down 
mechanisms into a unified framework for visual saliency detection. Due to their computational efficiency, 
adaptability and unsupervised nature, bottom-up approaches are widely used for saliency detection. 

Bottom-up saliency is often computed by pixel/patch level contrast estimation, which is defined as 
the pixel’s or patch’s state of being different from its surroundings. Local contrast based saliency 
detection approaches [7,13] estimate saliency using multi-scale low level image feature analysis based on 
a biologically motivated saliency theory called center-surround difference mechanism [7], which makes it 
suitable for detection of human eye fixations in images. This further motivated global contrast based 
approaches [9,10], that operate on either patch level [5,10] or region level [2,9,14,15] image abstractions. 
When compared to the local contrast based approaches, global contrast estimation is computationally 
more efficient, and accurate for salient region detection. This has established global contrast estimation as 
a promising mechanism for salient object detection and segmentation. 

Since a salient object comprises unique visual elements which cannot be represented well by their 
surroundings, the rarity of features is also widely used for saliency detection. The rarity of an image’s 
element can be measured using self-information [16], graphic models [17], log-spectrum [3,18,19] and 
feature sparsity models [20]. The rarity of an image’s features is measured in a global context most of the 
time. Saliency maps generated by these global rarity based saliency detection methods exhibit significant 
amount of blurriness. Moreover, these methods often emphasize small scale globally rare image elements 
which most of the time might be considered as noise by humans. More recent rarity-based visual saliency 
detection approaches belong to RARE algorithms family - RARE2007 [21], RARE2011 [22] and 
RARE2012 [23] effectively predict human gazes in the images with less background noises. The 
aforementioned local contrast-based and rarity-based visual saliency detection methods are more suitable 
for predicting human eye fixations rather than detecting salient objects in images. A comprehensive 
survey on recent state-of-the-art approaches in visual attention modeling, and a detailed study on 
comparison metrics for human gaze prediction can be found in [24] and [25] respectively. 

Recent salient region detection approaches [5,10,15] have begun estimating another important cue for 
saliency called color distribution. Since color components of a salient object are always spatially compact 
rather than widely spread around the image, a lower spatial distribution of a color component indicates its 
higher spatial saliency, and vice versa. Apart from these two low-level saliency cues, another widely used 
high-level saliency cue is center prior [5,8,11,12,14,26]. The center prior gives more importance to 
regions that are near to image center, since salient objects are placed near the image center most of the 
time. The spatial salient region detection approach presented in this paper is based on our previous work 
in [27], which computes the aforementioned color contrast and color distribution cues by exploiting patch 
and region abstractions in a unified way. Usually, images patches are compared with each other to 
compute color contrast and color distribution cues for salient region detection. In our previous work, we 
have shown that the color contrast and color distribution of patches can also be efficiently computed by 
comparing them with a relatively low number of region abstractions. 

Despite the significant progress made towards modeling visual saliency detection, most of the visual 
attention models have only a spatial saliency detection component, thus they work only on images. 
Relatively few spatiotemporal saliency detection models have been proposed for saliency detection in 
videos. Similar to spatial saliency detection, some research efforts adopted local motion contrast for 
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temporal saliency detection [28,29,30]. However, similar to that of local contrast based spatial saliency 
detection, the saliency maps produced based on local motion contrast often tend to emphasize boundaries 
of salient object in videos. 

For temporal saliency detection, some models [3,31] simply include motion channel into the saliency 
detection framework. The motion channel of a video frame is computed as a temporal gradient [3,31], 
which is the intensity difference between two successive video frames. Detecting temporal saliency in this 
way works well as long as the camera is static. However, for videos with the presence of high background 
motion and camera motion, these methods often fail to detect salient objects accurately due to noises in 
temporal gradient. Most of these local motion contrast-based methods for spatiotemporal saliency 
detection need multi-scale feature analysis, thus they suffer from high computational complexity. 

Optical flow computed between two consecutive videos frames is often treated as motion channel for 
temporal saliency detection [8,32,33]. Some of these works [8,32] directly incorporate the motion 
information computed using optical flow estimation into the saliency detection framework. However, 
high camera and background motions in a visual scene degrade the performance of optical flow based 
temporal saliency detection. Hence optical flow is abstracted at patch level to compute global motion 
contrast present in a visual scene [33]. Nonetheless, the histogram based patch level motion abstraction 
[33] suffers from high computational complexity and low discriminability. 

In order to solve the aforementioned problems characteristic of spatiotemporal saliency detection, this 
paper proposes a novel and robust approach for temporal saliency detection in videos. The proposed 
method makes use of an efficient optical flow based patch level motion abstraction approach for 
computing local and global temporal saliencies. The local temporal saliency is computed as the center-
surround difference of patch motions, where the global temporal saliency is estimated as the global rarity 
of a patch’s motion. These two cues are fused to compute the temporal saliency which is then integrated 
with the spatial saliency for estimating the spatiotemporal saliency of a visual scene. Applications of 
spatial saliency detection such as image thumbnail generation, bounding box based object extraction, 
image retargeting, and video summarization do not need pixel accurate saliency maps, but require high 
speed saliency estimation [34]. To meet this requirement, faster variants of the proposed salient region 
detection methods are also presented in this paper. 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 
1. In contrast to most of the biologically inspired spatiotemporal saliency detection approaches 

which are highly suitable for human eye fixation prediction, this paper proposes a novel and 
unified framework for spatiotemporal salient region detection from the view point of detection 
and segmentation of salient objects present in videos. Unlike most of the spatiotemporal saliency 
detection approaches which simply include motion channel into the saliency detection framework 
for estimating temporal saliency, the proposed approach separately estimates spatial and temporal 
saliencies by exploiting different salient region detection theories in a novel and unified way. 

2. A novel and unified approach for temporal salient region detection is proposed in this paper. The 
proposed approach computes local and global temporal saliencies using a novel optical flow 
based patch level motion abstraction approach which makes the temporal saliency estimation 
robust to dynamic camera and background motions. The proposed multi-level center-surround 
differencing based local temporal saliency detection approach can be extended into spatial 
domain for salient object detection and human eye fixation prediction. 

3. For spatiotemporal saliency-based applications that need a different speed/accuracy tradeoff, 
faster variants of the proposed temporal and spatiotemporal salient region detection approaches 

are also presented in this paper. The variants of the proposed approaches present a faster and 
more robust salient object detection performance, which also outperform the other methods in 
some cases. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on spatial, temporal 
and spatiotemporal saliency detections. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the approaches for spatial salient 
region detection and temporal salient region detection respectively. Experimental results of the proposed 
temporal and spatiotemporal approaches compared to the state-of-the-art methods are presented in section 
5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper with future work. 

2. Related Work 

A comprehensive survey on salient object detection can be found in [35]. However, this section 
briefly reviews the previous literature on bottom-up visual saliency detection and salient object detection, 
which is accordingly categorized into spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal saliency detection. 

2.1 Spatial Saliency Detection 

A biologically inspired early representation model for visual saliency detection was proposed by 
Koch and Ulman [36]. This further inspired Itti et al. [7] to propose a highly influential computational 
method which performs local center-surrounded difference analysis of image features such as color, 
intensity and orientation across multiple scales. The center-surround differencing mechanism is 
performed using the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) approach. Saliency maps generated by biologically 
inspired approaches are blurry and often contain highly emphasized small local features in the image 
which might be considered as noises. 

Several approaches were proposed to improve Itti’s model [7] including a fuzzy growing model [37] 
that estimates pixel-level dissimilarity in an image for saliency estimation. Liu et al. [8] proposed a color 
histogram-based computation of region-based center-surround difference mechanism. A graph-based 
saliency detection method using random walk is presented by Harel et al. [17]. Saliency maps produced 
by these methods often tend to overemphasize saliency near the edges rather than highlighting the salient 
region uniformly. Most of these biologically motivated local contrast based approaches require multi-
scale feature analysis which makes them computationally infeasible for applications that need faster 
performance. 

While almost all the saliency detection approaches work in the spatial domain of an image, purely 
computational models that work in the frequency domain of an image were also proposed in recent years. 
For instance, Hou et al. [18] proposed saliency detection using spectral residual in the amplitude spectrum 
of Fourier transformed image. Jung et al. [19] further extended [18] for local contrast detection, and 
combined the global and local saliencies into a unified approach. However, Guo et al. [3] showed that the 
Phase spectrum of the Quaternion Fourier Transform (PQFT) can be utilized for better saliency 
estimation. Despite these methods being considerably faster compared to the saliency detection methods 
operating in the spatial domain, they generate undesirable blurry saliency maps with saliency values 
highlighted near edges, corners and object boundaries. 

Global contrast based approaches estimate saliency of an image element by computing its contrast 
with respect to the rest of the image elements in a global manner. Achanta et al. [38] proposed a 
frequency-tuned method for pixel-level saliency estimation defined as the dissimilarity between the 
Gaussian blurred image and the mean color of the image. This method often suffers from cluttered and 
textured image background, however. Goferman et al. [4] proposed a patch based global saliency 
detection by combining local and global contrast estimations. Since their approach needs multi-scale 
analysis, it suffers from high computational cost. Similar to the local contrast based methods, this 
approach also produces saliency maps with overemphasized object contours. Duan et al. [39] handles the 
combinatorial complexity behind global contrast estimation using dimensionality reduction. They defined 
saliency of a patch as spatially weighted dissimilarity in a reduced dimension space, which often results in 
significant loss of potential saliency details in the salient maps. 
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Cheng et al. [9] proposed a spatially weighted region-based global contrast estimation approach for 
saliency detection. Their global contrast based method often highlights background clutters, and detects 
only some parts of the salient object. Fu et al. [14] proposed a cluster based global contrast estimation for 
saliency detection. Since a cluster consists of disconnected pixels spread over the image, this approach 
does not consider the spatial distance between clusters for contrast computation. Determining the number 
of clusters is also a typical problem with this approach, by which saliency detection is often affected by 
an insufficient/unsuitable number of clusters. Moreover, the formulation of color distribution cue for 
saliency is difficult these two approaches. Ren et al. [2] clustered superpixels by Gaussian Mixture Model 
for saliency detection. In their work, saliency of a cluster is defined as its compactness which is estimated 
as the inter-cluster distance between clusters. Since region-based methods compute and assign saliency at 
region level, imprecise segmentation of regions always leads to degraded performance. 

Recent approaches [5,10,15,40] estimate both color contrast cue and color distribution cue for a 
unified solution to salient object detection. Perazzi et al. [10] segmented an image into superpixels and 
computed color contrast and color distribution cues using an efficient high dimensional Gaussian filtering 
mechanism. However, their method sometimes highlights only some parts of the salient object. Fu et al. 
[5] proposed a superpixel-based saliency detection approach which uses spatially weighted color contrast, 
and color distribution estimations. Sometimes, their method fails to segment the salient object from a 
cluttered background. Gopalakrishnan et al. [40] also proposed a color and orientation distribution based 
spatial salient region detection approach. The color distribution based saliency is computed as the 
compactness and the isolation of a color cluster using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) in the hue-
saturation (H-S) space. The orientation distribution based saliency is estimated as the spatial variance of 
global orientation and orientation entropy contrast using orientation histogram of a local patch. In related 
work, Cheng et al. [15] employed a Gaussian Mixture Model based image abstraction approach for 
detecting salient regions, where the abstractions were used to estimate both color contrast and color 
distribution cues. 

The existing saliency detection approaches work on either patch level [5,10] or region level 
[2,9,14,15] image abstractions. Each of these abstractions has their advantages. However, saliency 
detection with patch level image abstractions often suffers from quadratic runtime complexity. Also, the 
patch level saliency estimation often fails to highlight salient objects uniformly, and labels non-salient 
background noises as salient. On the other hand, region-based saliency estimation methods uniformly 
highlight the saliency of objects and suppress background saliencies with comparatively lower runtime 
complexity. However, region-based saliency detection methods totally depend upon the performance of 
the method used for image segmentation. Thus, imprecise segmentation or insufficient number of regions 
often results in poor performance. 

Based on our previous work in [27], the spatial salient region detection approach presented in this 
paper combines both patch level and region level image abstractions which were separately considered for 
salient region detection in many others’ works. Furthermore, a computationally efficient saliency 
refinement approach is presented to solve the saliency assignment issues in patch level saliency detection.  
In addition, faster variants of the method are also presented to achieve high speed saliency estimation in 
images. 

2.2 Temporal Saliency Detection 

Several temporal saliency detection models have been proposed over the years for detecting 
background regions in a visual scene, which is a complementary mechanism of saliency detection. 
Distribution of pixel intensities is represented by probability density function to predict the probability of 
background pixels in newly arrived video frames. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a most widely used 
probabilistic models for background modeling [41]. Since these models need exquisite tuning of several 
parameters that are involved, Elgammal et al. [42] proposed a parameter free probabilistic model for 
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background detection. Heikkilä et al. [43] proposed patch level texture based background modeling using 
histogram of Local Binary Pattern (LBP). This method is often affected by small scale textured image 
noises. In order to solve this problem, Liao et al. [44] proposed a novel texture descriptor called Scale 
Invariant Local Ternary Pattern (SILTP) for background modeling. These probabilistic models usually 
need a training phase in order to learn statistics of the background features. Background probability based 
temporal saliency detection often fails to work on videos with dynamic background or moving camera. 

Optical flow estimation is often adopted for suppressing noises induced by the aforementioned 
problems. Wixson et al. [45] estimated temporal saliency of a video by computing directionally-consistent 
optical flows over successive video frames. Bugeau et al. [46] proposed an approach for removing 
background pixels using camera compensation, and used the mean shift algorithm for segmenting the 
foreground region of a salient motion. However, sometimes the salient motion detected by these methods 
might belong to the background, since these methods do not consider spatial saliency for detecting salient 
objects from videos. Moreover, the approaches for temporal saliency detection and the background 
modeling do not work efficiently on videos captured with significant camera motion. 

2.3 Spatiotemporal Saliency Detection 

Only a few models for saliency detection comprise components for both spatial and temporal saliency 
detections, thus they can work in images as well as videos. Zhai et al. [47] computed correspondence 
between keypoints of successive video frames for estimating temporal saliency. They used histogram 
based pixel level global contrast estimation for spatial saliency detection. Since this method uses 
keypoints for estimating temporal saliency, exact localization and segmentation of salient regions from a 
video frame becomes difficult. Inspired by retina mechanism, Marat et al. [28] computed spatiotemporal 
saliency by applying spatial and temporal filters in video frame. However saliency detection considering 
only local context results in degraded performance. Seo et al. [29] proposed to measure saliency as the 
center-surround contrast based on a pixel's resemblance to its surroundings. Since their approach works 
on downscaled images, the method results in highly blurred saliency maps. Mahadevan et al. [30] 
proposed a probabilistic approach for discriminant center-surround spatiotemporal saliency detection by 
using patch level dynamic textures. A common problem with these local motion contrast based methods is 
that they often emphasize saliency near object boundaries, thus they need multiscale feature analysis to 
reduce this effect which is computationally expensive. 

Some of the spatiotemporal saliency detection models [3,31] compute temporal saliency by including 
motion channel into the saliency estimation strategy, in addition to color, intensity and orientation 
channels. These models use temporal gradients calculated from the intensity difference of two successive 
video frames. Kim et al. [31] computed temporal saliency as the sum of center surround difference of 
temporal gradients of the patches. Similar to the aforementioned local motion contrast based models, the 
saliency maps produced this method also often emphasize saliency near object boundaries. Guo et al. [3] 
simply incorporated motion channel into the Fourier Transform based saliency detection framework. 
Computing temporal saliency by treating temporal gradients as motion channel works well as long as the 
camera is static. Otherwise, the temporal saliency map for visual scene with high camera motion and 
dynamic background tends to contain much noise, rather than salient objects. 

To overcome these issues, optical flow estimation is often adopted for computing motion contrast in a 
visual scene for measuring temporal saliency. Chen et al. [32] detected space-time interest points by a 
spatiotemporal Harris corner detector, which are fused with optical flow for spatiotemporal saliency 
detection. Liu et al. [8] computed spatial saliency by estimating multi-scale contrast, center-surround 
histogram and color distribution in local, regional and global manner. Their method computed temporal 
saliency by including SIFT flow based 2D motion vectors into the saliency detection framework. 
However their saliency maps often contain saliency values are spread around the image than being 
spatially compact. In related work, Wu et al. [33] computed temporal saliency as global motion contrast 
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Fig.1. Spat iotemporal salient  region detect ion architecture. 

using patch level histogram based optical flow abstraction called as Histogram of Average Optical Flow 
(HOAOF). This motion abstraction reduces the influence of high camera and background motions in 
optical flow. However, this histogram based motion contrast estimation is computationally expensive, and 
is less discriminative to different motions since it uses a smaller number of quantized flow orientations. 

In order to solve these aforementioned issues, this paper proposes a novel approach for temporal 
saliency detection. The proposed approach computes local and global temporal saliencies separately, and 
fuses them to obtain temporal saliency map. Local and global temporal saliencies proposed in this paper 
are inspired from the work proposed in [13]. In their work, sparse coding based patch level image 
abstraction is used for local and global spatial saliency detection. They exploited both local and global 
considerations for saliency detection, which had been regarded separately by many works. Their method 
is proposed for spatial saliency detection which is experimented with human eye fixation prediction. In 
this paper, however, the saliency of a patch in local and global context is employed for temporal salient 
region detection, which is experimented with standard salient object detection video datasets.  

Figure 1 depicts the proposed spatiotemporal salient region detection framework
1
. Usually, most of 

the biologically inspired visual saliency detection approaches compute spatial saliency by operating on 
different image channels such as color, intensity, orientation, etc. Those models are further extended to 
detect temporal saliency in videos just by incorporating motion channel into the saliency detection 
framework. Nonetheless, the proposed approach separately computes spatial and temporal saliencies 
based on different salient region detection theories in spatial and temporal domain, thus it can be 
considered as a unified framework for spatiotemporal salient region detection. 

                                                 
1 The prototype software of the proposed approaches is submitted as a part of the supplementary material.  
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(a) Source image (b) Patch level abstraction (c) Region level abstraction (d) Color contrast  (e) Color distribution 

 
(f) Fused Saliency (g) Refined saliency (h) Center prior map (i) Final saliency map (j) Ground truth 

Fig. 2. Main phases of the spatial salient region detection approach. First an image (a) is abst racted at  patch level (b). 

The patch level abst ractions are used for region level image abst ract ion (c). Both of these abst ract ions are further 

used for color contrast estimat ion (d) and color dist ribut ion est imat ion (e). These two cues are fused to compute 

saliency of an image (f) which is further refined adapt ively (g). Lastly, center prior map (h) is integrated to generate 

the final saliency map (i).  

3. Spatial Salient Region Detection 

The spatial salient region detection method is described in this section. Figure 2 depicts the main 
phases involved in the spatial salient region detection approach. 

3.1 Patch Level Image Abstraction 

Saliency computation with pixel-level comparisons [47] on an image with thousands of pixels is 
computationally expensive. Moreover, saliency estimation on down-sampled images produce highly 
blurred saliency maps, thus localization or segmentation of salient objects becomes difficult. To reduce 
the computational complexity experienced in pixel-level saliency estimation, as in [2,5,10], the given 
image I is segmented into small scale edge preserving regions called superpixels.  

Since the computational cost of a superpixel segmentation algorithm is directly proportional to the 
number of pixels in an image, larger dimensions of the input image degrade the computation time of patch 
segmentation. Also, the video frames with higher dimensions increase the time required for optical flow 
estimation used in the proposed temporal saliency detection approach. In order to maintain size 
uniformity among different images/video frames and to reduce the computational overhead experienced 
with the images with large dimensions, the given image/video frame in an arbitrary size is resized with 
the maximum image dimension being 400 pixels. For applications such as image segmentation and image 
retargeting, the final saliency maps are again resized into the original image resolution. So, the input 
images are not resized with very lower resolution even though resizing input images with very smaller 
dimensions can fasten the superpixel segmentation and optical flow estimation.  

The SLIC superpixel segmentation [48] is employed to achieve patch level image segmentation, 
which produces highly compact and edge preserving homogenous superpixels. The number of superpixels 
N is set to 500 for the experiments. Each superpixel si is represented by a mean color sci (in CIELab color 
space) and a spatial position spi (x and y image coordinates). 

SLIC abstracts an image effectively, albeit it suffers from slow computation speed. To accomplish 
faster patch level image abstraction, the image is segmented into equal sized non-overlapping square 
patches of size w×w. Since, the image dimensions might not be exactly divisible by w, an image is resized 
into a size that is both divisible by w and has a minimal change in the aspect ratio of the original image. 
Similar to N, the parameter w determines the tradeoff between speed and accuracy in saliency detection. 
Smaller sized patches abstract an image better than larger sized patches, because larger patches might 
contain pixels from both the foreground and background. However, smaller sized square patches increase 
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(a) Source image (b) Superpixel based 

saliency map 

(c) Square patch 

based saliency map 

(d) Ground Truth 

Fig. 3. (a) Source image, (b) and (c) saliency maps est imated with superpixel based patch segmentat ion, and 

uniform sampling based patch segmentat ion, (d) ground t ruth.  

the computational complexity in saliency detection. To balance both speed and accuracy, w is empirically 
set to 15, which segments a 400×300 image into 540 square patches. Similar to superpixels, each square 
patch is also represented by a mean color and a spatial position. Figure 3 depicts the saliency maps 
computed with superpixel-based and uniform sampling-based patch segmentations. This shows that 
superpixel-based saliency maps are more accurate than square patch-based saliency ones. 

3.2 Region Level Image Abstraction 

The segmented superpixels are grouped into regions by employing a spectral clustering algorithm 
[49]. Let G = {V, E} be a weighted undirected graph, having nodes V = {s1, s2, s3…sN} corresponding to 
the set of superpixels where the edges E represent the set of links that only connect adjacent superpixels 
in an image. An NN affinity matrix A is constructed for the graph, where each element aij is a weight of 
an edge that denotes the similarity between adjacent superpixels si and sj. The weight aij is defined as: 

( , ) if i j

0      otherwise

i j
ij

sim s s
a

 
 


         (1) 

The term sim(si,sj) is a Gaussian function that measures the color similarity between adjacent 
superpixels si and sj, which is defined as follows, 

2
1

( , )
( , ) exp

2

i j
i j

d sc sc
sim s s



 
  
 
 

          (2) 

where d(sci,scj) is the Euclidean distance between colors of the superpixels in CIELab space. This 
distance is normalized to [0,1] range using the min-max normalization method. The scaling parameter σ1 
is set to 0.4 as in [50]. Then, the spectral clustering algorithm [49] is applied to cluster the graph G into M 
clusters. Existing region-based saliency detection approaches [14] set M common for all the images. 
However, this often results in either over-segmentation or under-segmentation of regions. Here, the 
concept of Eigen heuristics [51] is used to automatically determine the number of clusters M. Still, M is 
restricted to be within a specific range [Mmin, Mmax], where Mmin and Mmax are set to 5 and 10 
correspondingly. 

Each region rj is then represented by a prototype that comprises of dominant color rcj (in CIELab 
color space) and spatial position rpj (x, y image coordinates). Determining the prototype of a region is 
also a key problem in region abstraction. Averaging superpixels’ colors of a region is often affected by 
segmentation errors due to high feature variation. Here, the process of region prototyping is formulated as 
a multivariate feature mediation problem. So, geometrical mediation is used to determine the dominant 
color rcj of a region rj which is defined as, 

1

( )arg min ,
j

j

i j

r

j
rc sc i

d sc rcrc
 

            (3) 

where |rj| denotes the number of superpixels in region rj and sc is the set of colors of superpixels in 
region rj. The above objective function finds a superpixel that has the minimum color distance from the 
rest of the superpixels of its region, and sets its color as dominant color of the region. The spatial position 
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(a) (b)  (c)  (d) (e) 

Fig. 4. Top (a) Source image. Middle (a) superpixels of the image. Bot tom (a) ground t ruth saliency map. Top (b) -

(e) region segmentation with M=3, M=5, z=2 and z=3. Middle (b)-(e) red patches are the superpixels that are chosen 

for represent ing dominant  colors of the corresponding regions, where blue patches are the superpixels that  are 

chosen for representing spat ial positions of the corresponding regions. Bot tom (b) -(e) corresponding saliency maps 

produced for region segmentat ion in Top (b)-(e) (bet ter viewed in color). 

of a region rpj (i.e. geographical midpoint) is also determined in the same manner as it is performed for 
dominant color estimation. The spatial position rpj is estimated as center of minimum distance: 

1

( , )arg min
j

j

i j

r

j
rp sp i

d sp rprp
 

           (4) 

The above equation finds a superpixel that has the minimum spatial distance from the rest of the 
superpixels of its region, and sets its position as the spatial position of the region. The term sp is the set of 
spatial positions of superpixels in region rj.  

Even though the graph-based region segmentation divides an image into edge preserving homogenous 
regions, comparatively faster region segmentation is achieved by uniformly segmenting an image into z×z 
rectangle regions. The superpixels or the square patches that fall into a rectangular area are considered to 
belong to that region. The parameter z is set to 2, where the number of uniformly sampled regions 
becomes 4. The rectangular regions are also represented with dominant color and spatial position using 
the region prototyping approach. Since the region prototyping approach is robust to region segmentation 
errors, uniform region segmentation also achieves outperforming saliency estimation. Figure 4 depicts the 
selection of superpixels for region abstraction mechanism with different number of regions. It shows the 
robustness of the method to the number of regions and the type of region segmentation method. 

3.3 Color Contrast Estimation 

The color contrast of a patch si is measured by computing the spatially weighted color contrast to all 
regions of the image except the region it belongs. The color contrast estimation is formulated as: 

 1( ) exp ( , ) ( , )
j

i i j i j
j i

r
con s d sp rp d sc rc

N




    
      

(5) 

The term |rj| is the number of superpixels in a region rj, which is used to favor color contrast to bigger 
regions to have more influence. This term is normalized to the [0,1] range by dividing it with the total 
number of superpixels N. The exponential function gives spatial weighting to the contrast measure, where 
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contrast to the spatially near regions will be given more weight than the farther regions. The parameter β1 
is a scaling factor in the exponential function that controls the spatial weight, which is set to 2 
empirically. The spatial distance between a patch and a region d(spi,rpj) is normalized into the [0,1] range 
using a simple division by the maximum dimension of the image. The function d(sci,rcj) returns the color 
contrast of a patch to the region compared. Since the region abstraction method discovers the dominant 
color of the superpixels in a region, each superpixel is compared to all the regions except the region it 
belongs. Finally, the contrast cue for each superpixel is normalized to the [0,1] range using min-max 
normalization. When M is equal to N, the color contrast estimation becomes standard patch level contrast 
estimation as in [5]. 

3.4 Color Distribution Estimation 

The color distribution of a patch is determined by computing the spatial variance of its color [10]. 
First, the weighted mean position of a superpixel’s color sci is defined as, 

 2

1
exp ( , )i i j i

j i

msp d sc rc rp
M




            (6) 

where the exponential function weights the position of each region based on its color similarity to si. 
Similar to color contrast estimation, color distribution is also computed by considering all the regions 
except the region it belongs. The color distribution of the superpixel si is defined as, 

 2( ) ( , ) exp ( , )
j

i i j i j
j i

r
cdis s d msp rp d sc rc

N




    
      

(7) 

The number of superpixels in a region |rj| is used to emphasize the color distribution of si when it is 
compared to bigger regions, which is normalized by the total number of superpixels N as in equation (5), 
because, the higher similarity to bigger regions indicates a wider distribution of a superpixel color sci. The 
function d(mspi,rpj) returns the spatial distance between a superpixel’s mean color position and a region 
position. This distance is normalized into the [0,1] range using a simple division by the maximum 
dimension of the image. The exponential function returns the color similarity between superpixel si and a 
region rj. The scaling parameter β2 in both equations (6) and (7) is empirically set to 8. The color 
distribution cue for each superpixel is then normalized to the [0,1] range using min-max normalization. 

The higher color distribution indicates that the color component is widely spread over the image, 
which is less likely to be the color of the salient object. So, the color distribution cue for saliency is 
defined as: 

( ) 1 ( )i idis s cdis s            (8) 

This method for color distribution estimation is similar to [10]. However, the major difference 
between [10] and the color distribution estimation presented here is that our method uses both patch level 
and region level image abstractions for color distribution estimation, whereas [10] only determines it with 
image patches. 

3.5 Spatial Saliency Assignment and Refinement 

The spatial saliency of a superpixel is computed by integrating the color contrast and color 
distribution cues. The color contrast and color distribution cues are considered to be independent [10] 
which are combined together using Multiplication fusion as in [5,10], defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )i i issal s con s dis s           (9) 

Finally, the spatial saliency value for each superpixel ssal(si) is normalized to the [0,1] range using 
min-max normalization. After fusing the individual saliency cues, there may be some noises in the 
saliency map due to small scale textured patterns in the background. Yan et al. [26] proposed a 
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Fig. 5. Illust rat ion of the saliency refinement  approach with different  values for the refinement  parameter µ.  

hierarchical model for suppressing the saliency of small-scale high-contrast patterns in the background. 
Their model uses multilayered local contrast estimation, which is computationally expensive. Simply 
averaging the surrounding superpixels’ saliencies [10] cannot preserve saliency near object boundaries 
which will end up blurred object boundaries in saliency maps. This as a salient object will be comprised 
of a group of spatially connected salient superpixels. Fu et al. [5] refined the pixel level saliency map 
produced by superpixel based saliency detection approach. Their refinement approach first over-segments 
the image using mean-shift segmentation algorithm, and then computes a region’s saliency as the average 
of the saliencies of pixels in that region. Yang et al. [52] proposed a graph regularization based saliency 
refinement called smoothness prior, to encourage adjacent superpixels to have similar saliencies. Even 
though these two aforementioned refinement approaches produce saliency maps with uniformly 
highlighted regions, the saliencies of background noises still remain the same even after refinement. 
Moreover, these post-segmentation based and graph-based refinement methods are computationally 
expensive. In this paper, a simple, effective and computationally feasible saliency refinement mechanism 
is presented based on the two observations regarding saliency of a superpixel. A superpixel surrounded by 
highly salient superpixels belongs to the salient object. Also, a superpixel surrounded by low salient 
superpixels belongs to the background. 

The objective of saliency refinement is threefold. Firstly, to encourage adjacent superpixels to have 
similar saliencies. Secondly, to emphasize saliencies of the superpixels surrounded by neighbors with 
high saliencies. Lastly, to suppress saliencies of superpixels surrounded by neighbors with low saliencies. 
Accordingly, the refined saliency of a superpixel is defined as: 
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      (10) 

The above equation first finds an average saliency of the adjacent superpixels of si. If the average 
neighborhood saliency exceeds 1-µ, then the maximum among neighborhood superpixels’ saliencies is set 
as the saliency of center superpixel si. The parameter ns denote the set of neighborhood superpixels, 
where |ns| is the number of neighborhood superpixels. If the average neighborhood saliency is lesser than 
µ, then the minimum among the neighborhood superpixels’ saliencies is set as the saliency of center 
superpixel si. The parameters µ ranges from 0 to 0.5, which is set to 0.2 empirically. The average 
neighborhood saliency between 1-µ and µ denotes that superpixel si is adjacent to the boundary of salient 
object where the saliency of si remains the same after refinement. The influence of the parameter µ on 
saliency refinement is depicted in figure 5.  

A strong refinement can be achieved by setting the parameter value near 0.5, which also introduces 
some defects in the saliency maps. The saliency refinement method can be used in any pixel/patch level 
saliency detection methodology. This is due to the adaptive saliency refinement method which highlights 
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Fig. 6. Saliency maps of the variants of the spat ial salient  region detect ion method.  

the salient object uniformly, and detects the background efficiently by removing the noises from the 
background (shown in figure 2). 

3.6 Center Prior Integration 

Apart from color contrast and color distribution cues, another widely used prior called center prior 
[5,8,11,12,14,26] is incorporated into the spatial saliency detection approach. Since salient objects are 
placed near the image center most of the time, the center prior gives more weight to the regions that are 
nearer the image center than the regions near the image boundaries. A center prior map is generated using 
a Gaussian function based on a superpixel’s distance from the image center. The center prior weight for a 
superpixel is defined as: 

2
2

( , )
( ) exp

2

i
i

d sp c
cen s



 
   

 

          (11) 

The function d(spi,c) returns the Euclidean distance between a superpixel and the image center c. The 
parameter σ2 is set to min(W,H)/2.5 as in [11], where W and H are the width and height of the image 
respectively. The center prior is integrated into the saliency detection framework as a post-processing 
step. Since the center prior is treated as a filtering mechanism, the integration of refined saliency and 
center prior weight is achieved using a simple multiplication [5], defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )i i issal s ssal s cen s           (12) 

The spatial saliency ssal(si) is normalized into the [0,1] range using min-max normalization. Pixel-
level gray scale spatial saliency map can be produced by up-sampling patch level saliency values which 
are normalized into a range [0,255]. The center prior integration further suppresses background noises 
near image boundaries, and emphasizes saliencies of the patches that are near the image center (depicted 
in Figure 2). 

The Patch-Region-based spatial salient region detection is denoted by PR, where the faster variants 
of the spatial saliency detection are represented by PFR, FPR and FPFR. The spatial salient region 
detection approach PR uses superpixels as Patches and Region from graph-based segmentation. The 
variant method PFR uses superpixel based Patch segmentation and uniform sampling based Faster 
Region segmentation, where FPR uses uniform sampling based Faster Patch segmentation and spectral 
clustering based Region segmentation. The variant FPFR uses Faster Patch segmentation and Faster 
Region segmentation. Saliency maps of the variants of the spatial salient region detection method are 
depicted in figure 6. The figure shows that the faster variants of the method also robustly detect salient 
regions in images. 

4. Temporal Salient Region Detection 
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(a) Video frame 1 (b) Video frame 2 (c) Optical flow estimation 
(d) Patch level optical flow 

abstraction 

 
(e) Local temporal saliency (f) Global temporal saliency (g) Fused temporal saliency (h) Ground Truth 

Fig. 7. Steps of the proposed temporal salient region detection approach. First , opt ical flow (c) is computed for a  

video frame (a) using consecut ive video frames 1 (a) and 2 (b). The patch level optical flow abst ractions (d) are used 

for est imat ion of local temporal saliency (e) and global temporal saliency (f). Both local and global temporal 

saliencies are fused to generate final temporal saliency map (g) of video frame 1 (a). (g) Ground t ruth saliency map. 

This section proposes a unified approach for temporal salient region detection. The process of 
temporal saliency detection is formulated as a function of how dissimilar or contrast a patch’s motion is 
from the rest of the patches both locally and globally. The steps involved in temporal salient region 
detection are depicted in figure 7. 

4.1 Patch Level Dominant Optical Flow Abstraction 

Motion in a video frame is estimated by computing the optical flow from two successive video 
frames. A computationally efficient global optical flow method proposed in [53] is used for estimating 
dense flow vectors. The optical flow estimation method proposed in [53] is a modified method of [54] and 
[55]. 

Computing temporal saliency with pixel level optical flow is computationally intensive. Also, the 
estimated optical flow would often contain pixel level noise caused by sudden illumination changes, and 
video data acquisition errors. These pixel level flow noises in background will degrade the performance 
of a temporal saliency detector, which can be suppressed by patch level optical flow abstraction. The 
patch level optical flow abstraction also makes temporal saliency detection robust to dynamic camera and 
background motions. A patch level histogram based optical flow approximation is proposed in [33], 
which quantizes optical flow vectors into 4 orientations. The cumulative magnitude of each orientation in 
a patch is represented as a histogram of optical flow. There are two problems with this method: 1) Patch 
level motion contrast estimation with histogram based approximation is computationally expensive; 2) A 
lower number of quantized optical flow orientations is less discriminative which cannot differentiate 
between different flow directions. Determining the number of flow orientations is also a crucial problem 
in histogram based temporal saliency estimation, because a smaller number of flow orientations suffers 
from less discriminability where higher number of flow orientations is computationally expensive. So, an 
alternative patch level optical flow abstraction approach is proposed here. 

Since most of the pixels in a patch have the same optical flow orientations, instead of representing the 
optical flow of a patch using a statistical representation such as histogram, it can be represented by a 
dominant flow orientation and a cumulative magnitude of that orientation. For each pixel in a video 
frame, optical flow detector returns a vector of optical flow velocities (vx,vy) in x and y directions 
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Fig. 8. Illust rat ion of patch level opt ical flow abst ract ion.  

correspondingly. Optical flow magnitude fmj and flow orientation foj are calculated using the 
corresponding flow velocities (vx,vy) of each pixel pj. Each flow orientation foj is quantized into 8 
orientations fo = {0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 215°, 270°, 315°}, which is comparatively higher 
discriminative than 4 orientations. Since each patch is represented only by a dominant orientation and a 
cumulative flow magnitude, even a very higher number of flow orientations does not affect the 
computational time of the proposed temporal saliency estimation. The dominant flow orientation of a 
superpixel si is calculated as: 

1

arg max
i

i

s

i j
dfo fo j

fmdfo
 

            (13) 

|si| is the number of pixels in a superpixel si. The dominant optical flow orientation dfoi of a 
superpixel is an orientation that has the maximum cumulative flow magnitude in a superpixel. The fo is 
the set of 8 predefined quantized orientations. The cumulative magnitude of a superpixel is the sum of 
magnitudes of the pixels with the dominant optical flow orientation, which is computed as: 

j i

i j
fo dof

fmdfm
 

            (14) 

The cumulative magnitude of dominant flow dfmi is normalized into the [0,1] range using min-max 
normalization. The optical flow abstraction for a 5x5 patch is illustrated in figure 8. The dominant optical 
flow orientation dof i and dominant optical flow magnitude dfmi for each superpixel si are further used for 
estimating local and global temporal saliencies. 

4.2 Local Temporal Saliency Estimation 

The local temporal saliency of a video frame is measured as patch level local motion contrast. The 
local temporal saliency of a superpixel si is the average motion contrast between the center superpixel and 
its ns adjacent neighborhood superpixels, which is weighted by the dominant optical flow magnitude, 
defined as: 

| |
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| |

ns

i i i j
j

d dof doflts s dfm
ns 

           (15) 

The function d(dof i,dof j) returns the shortest angular difference between dominant optical flow 
orientations of two superpixels si and sj. This angular difference will be range in [0°,180°] which is 
normalized to the [0,1] range using a simple division by 180°, which is the highest possible shortest 
angular difference between two quantized optical flow orientations. The dominant optical flow magnitude 
dfmi is used to favor patches with high motion. 

A problem with this traditional center-surround difference mechanism for saliency detection is that it 
only highlights the borders of a salient region. When the scale of a salient region is high, this mechanism 
would need a multi-scale analysis of local motion contrast. To avoid the computational overhead 
experienced in multi-scale saliency estimation, a multi-level center-surround difference is proposed here. 
The proposed local temporal saliency detection approach bridges both local and global contexts for 
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Fig. 10. Local temporal saliency est imat ion with different  surrounding levels L.  

 

Fig. 9. Illust rat ion of center and mult i-level surrounding patches for local temporal saliency est imat ion.  

saliency estimation. That is, instead of only comparing the center superpixels with the first level 
immediate neighboring superpixels, it can also be compared with next level neighboring superpixels (i.e. 
neighbors of neighbors).  

Figure 9 shows the center and multi-level surrounding patches for local temporal saliency estimation. 
The idea of incorporating multi-level neighbors for local saliency detection has been already considered 
by [13] for spatial saliency detection. The authors have considered only two levels of neighbors for local 
saliency estimation. Still, the authors used multiscale analysis for more robust spatial saliency detection. 
They used spatial distance between patches from different surrounding levels to weight the center-
surround differences. However, the proposed method weights the local temporal saliency using the 
number of levels rather than the spatial distances. Since the spatial distances between center and a 
surrounding patch is almost same for all the surrounding patches of the same level, the exact spatial 
distances between patches is not always required. This assumption strictly holds in the context of motion 
contrast estimation with uniformly sampled squared patches (figure 9). In addition, the superpixel based 
patch segmentation also maintains consistent regularity among superpixels. The multi-level center-
surround difference-based local temporal saliency for a superpixel is defined as: 

| |
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( , )
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( )
| |
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i i i j
L j

d dof doflts s dfm
L ns 

           (16) 

For each level L, the term ns denotes the surrounding superpixels of the corresponding level. Now the 
spatial weighting between center and surrounding superpixels is achieved by the number of levels L. The 
local temporal saliency with different surrounding levels is depicted in figure 10.  

When L=1, the local saliency works as the traditional center-surround difference mechanism. The 
figure shows that the local temporal saliency with L=1 detects only the border of salient objects and fails 
to detect its inner parts. This also emphasizes some background patches as salient (figure 10 (b)). With a 
large L, the local temporal saliency achieves spatially weighted global temporal saliency. The parameter L 
determines the tradeoff between speed and accuracy in the local temporal saliency estimation. The 
influence of this parameter in temporal saliency detection is experimentally assessed in the section 5.3. To 
balance both speed, and local and global scenarios of the temporal saliency, the parameter L is empirically 
set to 3. The local temporal saliency lts is normalized to the [0,1] range using min-max normalization. 
Computing global temporal saliency as the spatially weighted patch level global motion contrast needs a 
relatively high computation i.e. O(N

2
) iterations. So, an alternative solution based on patch motion 

statistics is proposed for global temporal saliency estimation. The proposed multi-level center-surround 
difference mechanism can also be extended to spatial saliency detection for detecting salient objects and 
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Fig. 11. Phases of comput ing spatiotemporal saliency detection. Spat ial saliency (b) and temporal saliency (c) of 

a video frame (a) are fused together to obtain spat iotemporal saliency (d). (e) ground t ruth.  

human eye fixations in an image. 

4.3 Global Temporal Saliency Estimation 

The motion of a patch that is locally similar to surrounding patches’ motions might still be globally 
salient comparing to the motion of other patches in an image. Even though the proposed multi-level 
center-surround difference for temporal saliency can achieve balanced local and global temporal 
saliencies, a purely global temporal saliency is proposed here. The global temporal saliency of a 
superpixel is the self-information contained in its motion which is weighted by its dominant flow 
magnitude dfmi. The global temporal saliency is defined as: 

 ( ) log ( )i i igts s dfm P dof            (17) 

Similar to equation (15), the dominant optical flow magnitude dfmi is used to favor patches with high 
motion. The term –log P(dof i) is the self-information of the motion of the superpixel, where P(dof i) is the 
probability of the dominant flow orientation dof i, which is computed as: 

( ) i
i

ndof
P dof

N
           (18) 

ndof i is the number of superpixels with dominant orientation dof i in a video frame. The global 
temporal saliency gts(si) is normalized to the [0,1] range using min-max normalization. 

4.4 Temporal Saliency Assignment 

Local and global temporal saliencies are independent saliency cues which are integrated to compute 
the final temporal saliency map. Among different integration schemes such as Addition Fusion, 
Multiplication Fusion, Max Fusion, and Min Fusion (i.e. +, ×, max and min), the integration scheme used 
for fusing local and global temporal saliency is empirically set to Multiplication fusion. The local and 
global temporal saliencies are fused using a simple multiplication defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )i i itsal s lts s gts s           (19) 

This takes advantage of both local and global temporal saliencies of a video frame. The temporal 
saliency values are normalized into the [0,1] range using min-max normalization, which can be further 
normalized into range [0,255] for producing gray scale temporal saliency map. The temporal saliency 
does not need to be refined as the spatial saliency. The rationale for avoiding temporal saliency 
refinement is that the observations regarding spatial saliency of objects in images (mentioned in section 
3.5) might not always hold for salient objects in videos. Since the scale of salient objects or motion will 
be small in some visual scenarios such as surveillance video, the refinement mechanism will suppress the 
saliency of small scale object motions in such cases. The experimental comparison of different fusion 
schemes for temporal saliency fusion is presented in section 5.3. 

4.5 Spatiotemporal Saliency Assignment 

Figure 11 depicts the steps involved in spatiotemporal salient region estimation. The spatiotemporal 
saliency of a superpixel is computed by integrating its spatial and temporal saliencies. The integration 
scheme used for fusion of spatial and temporal saliencies is empirically set to Max fusion. The 
spatiotemporal saliency of a superpixel is defined as: 

 ( ) max ( ), ( )i i istsal s ssal s tsal s        (20) 

which is the maximum among spatial and temporal saliencies of a superpixel. This fusion scheme 
takes advantage of both spatial and temporal saliencies estimated for a video frame. So, even if the visual 
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scene becomes static, this fusion scheme will highlight spatially salient regions in the spatiotemporal 
saliency map. Also, the temporally salient regions are emphasized in spatiotemporal saliency maps even if 
the spatial salient region detection approach fails to detect the salient object in a dynamic scene. The 
experimental evaluation of different fusion schemes for spatiotemporal saliency fusion is presented in 
section 5.3. Finally, the spatiotemporal saliency values are normalized into the [0,1] range which can be 
further normalized into the [0,255] range to produce a gray scale spatiotemporal saliency map. The 
spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal saliency maps are finally resized into the input image I’s original 
resolution. 

5. Experimental Results 

This section presents evaluation of the proposed temporal and spatiotemporal salient region detection 
methodologies comparing to the several state-of-the-art spatiotemporal saliency detection methods on 
standard video datasets. 

For the comparative evaluation of our Patch-Region-based spatial salient region detection (PR) on a 
salient object detection image dataset MSRA-1000 [38], the readers are recommended to refer our work 
in [27]. Here, the robustness of the spatial salient region detection method to different numbers of patches 
and different numbers of regions, and the robustness of the faster variants were presented, as also were 
the performance of the individual saliency cues, the effect of spatial saliency refinement parameter and 
time comparison with different methods were also presented in our paper [27]. 

Performance of the proposed Local-Global motion rarity based Temporal saliency approach LGT, 
and Spatio-Temporal Saliency detection approach STS are extensively evaluated with the two most 
widely used surveillance video datasets and two challenging salient object detection video datasets. The 
proposed temporal and spatiotemporal saliency detection approaches LGT and STS are compared with 
the state-of-the-art methods, PD [56], PCAWSal [57], FastSUN [58], Simpsal [59], SeR [29], GBVS [17], 
PQFT [3] and SEG [60]. Methods such as PD and PCAWSal are temporal saliency detection approaches 
where the rest of the comparative methods are spatiotemporal saliency detection approaches. The Simpsal 
[59] method implements the Itti’s model [7] for spatiotemporal saliency detection in videos. The optical 
flow method [53] that is employed for the proposed method is used for the optical flow estimation for 
SEG [60]. The temporal salient region detection method LGT uses superpixel based patch segmentation, 
where the faster variant of the temporal saliency detection FLGT use uniform sampling based patch 
segmentation. Spatiotemporal salient region detection approach STS uses LGT for temporal saliency 
detection and PR for spatial saliency detection. FSTS is the faster variant of the proposed spatiotemporal 
salient region detection that uses FLGT and FPFR for temporal and spatial saliency detections 
correspondingly. 

The performance of a salient region detection approach is usually evaluated by measuring precision 
and recall rate. Precision is the percentage of correctly assigned salient pixels in a thresholded binary 
saliency map, where recall is the percentage of correctly assigned salient pixels in a binary saliency map 
in relation to the number of salient pixels in the ground truth map. A binary saliency map can be obtained 
by thresholding a saliency map using a threshold ranging from 0 to 255. Firstly, different precision and 
recall value pairs are computed by thresholding a saliency map using a number of fixed thresholds in the 
[0,1,…,255] range. These precision and recall values are then averaged over all the images/video frames 
for corresponding thresholds, which results in a precision-recall curve. 

Since the scale of the salient moving objects that are presented in some videos is very small when 
compared to salient objects in images, and distribution of saliency will not be same for all the 
images/video frames, precision recall rates using fixed thresholding is not a good choice for evaluation of 
salient object detection in videos. By following previous approaches [31, 33], the performance of the 
proposed spatiotemporal salient region detection is assessed by precision-recall analysis using image-
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dependent adaptive thresholding method. The adaptive threshold Ta is defined as twice the mean saliency 
of the saliency map: 
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where W and H are the width and height of the saliency map correspondingly. S(x,y) is the saliency of 
a pixel at position (x,y). Besides precision and recall, the weighted harmonic mean or F-Measure for each 
saliency map is computed as: 
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Similar to [5,9,10,38], β2 is set to 0.3 to give more weight to precision than recall. The results of 
comparative evaluation of different methods are visualized using bar graphs with averages of precision, 
recall and f-measure along with their corresponding standard deviations. Since the values of evaluation 
measures should be in a [0,1] range, the parts of standard deviation error bars which fall outside the [0,1] 
range are discarded. The rest of the results are visualized better using tables where the slight differences 
in the results of individual phases of the proposed approach, and of different parameter settings can be 
easily noticed. Visual and time comparisons of different methods for the evaluation datasets are also 
presented as well. 

5.1 Performance Evaluation in Surveillance Video Datasets 

The initial experimental evaluation is performed on two most widely used surveillance video datasets 
PETS2001 [61] and OTCBVS [62]. These two datasets are regarded as the difficult datasets for salient 
object detection since they contain dynamic illumination changes. Both of these datasets comprise 
outdoor surveillance video sequences containing multiple moving objects and dynamic illuminations. 
PETS2001 dataset (3000+ video frames) contains image sequences with gradual illumination changes, 
and pedestrians, vehicles moving in different directions. The OTCBVS dataset (1000+ video frames) 
contains image sequences with shadows of moving clouds across buildings and pedestrians moving in 
different directions. 

For ease of ground-truth annotation and uniformity, the image sequences in both of these datasets are 
resized with maximum image dimension being 400 pixels. As proposed in [31], 15 video frames were 
randomly chosen from each surveillance video dataset (i.e. PETS2001 and OTCBVS datasets) for the 
experiments. For validating the performance of salient object detection, ground truth indicating the salient 
moving objects in the total of 30 video frames were annotated manually. Unlike the bounding box based 
ground truth annotation used in [31, 33], the pixel level ground truth is annotated for each video frame, 
which is further used for validation. Averages of precision, recall and F-measure are computed by using 
adaptive thresholding methods using equation (21). 
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Fig. 12. Performance evaluat ion on (a) PETS2001 and (b) OTCBVS datasets.  

 

 

Figure 12 depicts the precision, recall and f-measure of different methods on PETS2001 and 
OTCBVS datasets. The results show that the proposed faster temporal salient region detection method 
FLGT performs fairly under all the evaluation measures compared to the other methods. The FLGT 
outperforms other methods in PETS2001 dataset, where PCAWSal achieves better precision and F-
measure than the proposed methods in the OTCBVS dataset. However, PCAWSal fails to detect all the 
salient objects in a visual scene and thus results in comparatively lower recall rate for OTCBVS dataset. 
Unlike the performances of faster variants of PR, surprisingly the faster variant of the temporal salient 
region detection approach FLGT outperforms the superpixel segmentation based temporal saliency 
detection approach LGT. The reason is that, in the case of surveillance videos, the uniform sampling 
based patch segmentation abstracts the patch level motion abstraction better than superpixel based patch 
segmentation. Superpixel based motion abstraction sometimes abstracts small scale noisy flow vectors 
which are removed in the uniform patch sampling based flow abstraction. 

Since the proposed approach STS uses Max fusion that takes advantage of both spatial and temporal 
saliencies, it detects both moving objects and some salient static objects, which results in very poor 
precision and f-measure rate in both datasets. Unlike the case of faster variant of the temporal saliency 
detection approach, STS performs slightly better than FSTS. Since FSTS uses FPFR for spatial saliency 
detection, the performance of the FSTS is comparatively lower than that of STS. The proposed temporal 
saliency detection methods LGT and FLGT perform better than the proposed spatiotemporal saliency 
detection approaches STS and FSTS. Since STS comprises components of both spatial and temporal 
saliencies, some salient non-moving objects are also marked as salient in the saliency maps of STS. 
However, in many real world applications, spatiotemporal saliency is always desired rather than temporal 
saliency alone. It is concluded that the proposed temporal saliency detection approach itself is sufficient 
for moving object detection in videos with static camera especially the surveillance videos. 
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Dataset\ 

Method 

PETS2001 OTCBVS 

Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure 

Spatio Temporal Saliency (STS) 0.0400 0.6881 0.0433 0.0451 0.3996 0.0486 

Spatial Saliency PR 0.0175 0.2772 0.0189 0.0259 0.2590 0.0280 

Fused Temporal Saliency (LGT) 0.1992 0.9466 0.2109 0.158 0.6957 0.1682 

Global Temporal Saliency 0.1202 0.9551 0.1280 0.1390 0.8374 0.1490 

Local Temporal Saliency 0.1146 0.9474 0.1223 0.1328 0.8182 0.1424 

 

Table. 1. Evaluat ion of individual phases of the proposed spat iotemporal saliency detection approach on PETS2001 

and OTCBVS datasets.  
 

 
Fig. 13. Performance evaluat ion on (a) DSD and (b) VSD datasets.  

 

 

Table 1 shows the performance of individual phases of the spatiotemporal saliency detection 
approach STS in PETS2001 and OTCBVS datasets. The results show that the temporal saliency LGT 
performs better than the individual local and global temporal saliencies. It can be seen that the global 
temporal saliency method presents a competitive performance against LGT. Among the individual 
temporal saliency cues, the global temporal saliency outperforms local temporal saliency in both datasets. 
The spatial saliency PR works well in terms of recall rate in PETS2001 dataset than in OTCBVS dataset, 
because the salient objects in PETS2001 dataset pose high contrast to the background, which makes them 
distinct and easily detectable. 

5.2 Performance Evaluation in Challenging Salient Object Detection Video Datasets 

The proposed approaches LGT and STS are further extensively evaluated with two challenging 
publicly available salient object detection video datasets - complex Dynamic Scenes Dataset (DSD) [30] 
and saliency-based Video Segmentation Dataset (VSD) [63]. The DSD dataset contain 18 video 
sequences (1900+ grayscale video frames) where each video has one or more moving objects. Some of 
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Dataset\ 
Method 

DSD VSD 

Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure 

Spatio Temporal Saliency (STS) 0.1595 0.5555 0.1652 0.6810 0.7715 0.6791 

Spatial Saliency PR 0.1742 0.4331 0.1786 0.7291 0.7710 0.7238 

Fused Temporal Saliency (LGT) 0.1987 0.4696 0.2001 0.3823 0.3344 0.3514 

Global Temporal Saliency 0.2039 0.5082 0.1957 0.4234 0.3726 0.3886 

Local Temporal Saliency 0.1351 0.5774 0.1411 0.2813 0.3877 0.2747 

 
Table. 2. Evaluat ion of individual phases of the proposed spat iotemporal saliency detect ion approach on DSD 

and VSD datasets.  
 

the video sequences contain surveillance footage of pedestrians or a crowded highway whereas the rest of 
the sequences comprise highly dynamic background (such as flock of birds, smoke, and water), high 
camera motion or both. The VSD dataset contain 10 video sequences (900+ video frames) where mostly 
one moving object is present in each video. Most of the video sequences in the VSD dataset contain 
smooth background with camera motion where rest of the videos present static visual scenes with highly 
cluttered and dynamic background. Both DSD and VSD datasets provide pixel accurate manual 
segmentation of the salient objects, which are served as ground truth for validation. 

Figure 13 shows the performance of different methods in the two challenging datasets. Since the 
number of frames in individual videos of a dataset (i.e. DSD and VSD datasets) vastly differ from each 
other, the methods which perform well on a larger video will get benefited when the evaluation measures 
are calculated using average on the entire dataset. In order to avoid such evaluation bias, the precision, 
recall and f-measure values for the entire dataset are measured as the average of corresponding measures 
calculated for the individual videos. But the standard deviations of evaluation measures are calculated 
using average on the entire dataset.  For the DSD dataset, the PQFT method presents best results in terms 
of recall and f-measure rates. Despite SEG boasting the highest precision for the DSD dataset, SEG 
presents very lower recall since it fails to detect all the salient objects that are presented in the test videos. 
Among the proposed methods, the temporal saliency detection approach LGT presents better results than 
the spatiotemporal saliency detection approach STS. It should be noted that the LGT present competitive 
precision and f-measure when comparing to the other methods. For the VSD dataset, the proposed 
approach STS outperforms other methods in terms of recall and f-measure. Even though SEG poses 
highest precision value, it shows comparatively lower recall value. It can be seen that the faster variant 
FSTS method also outperforms other methods in the VSD dataset. In both datasets, the proposed methods 
LGT and STS perform slightly better than their corresponding faster variants. 

Table 2 depicts the performance of individual steps in the proposed spatiotemporal saliency detection 
approach STS in DSD and VSD datasets. Comparing to the local temporal saliency cue, global temporal 
saliency present slightly better results in both challenging datasets. The fused temporal saliency LGT 
achieves better performance than the individual temporal saliency cues in the DSD dataset. Surprisingly, 
the global temporal saliency performs better than the LGT in the VSD dataset. However, both local and 
global temporal saliencies should be considered together for temporal saliency estimation. The spatial 
salient region detection PR does not work effectively in the DSD dataset as compared to its potential 
performance in the VSD dataset. The main reason for this degraded performance is that the DSD dataset 
provides only grayscale video frames on which the color feature based spatial saliency approach PR 
cannot perform well. The STS displays a better recall rate than the spatial and temporal saliencies in both 
datasets while also maintaining fair precision and f-measure rates. Thus the fusion of spatial and temporal 
saliencies increases the number of salient objects successfully detected in a visual scene. 

Figure 14 shows the performance of the proposed approaches and comparative methods for the 
individual videos in the DSD dataset. Some of the precision, recall and f-measure values denoted in the 
bar graphs as 0 are not necessarily equal to zero, but are less than 10

-2
. Almost all the methods perform 

well on videos such as bottle, cyclist, hockey, jump, peds, rain and traffic. Since the salient regions appear 
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in the videos such as landing, surf, surfers, and zodiac are single small scale objects, most of the methods 
present very high recall rates, but only poor precision rates. Among the two best performing methods of 
the DSD dataset, SEG achieves higher precision by highlighting only the most confident regions as salient 
regions where PQFT achieves higher recall by labeling most of the confident regions as salient regions. 
Thus, SEG and PQFT fail to maintain fair recall and precision correspondingly. Since both high precision 
and recall values are always desired in almost all the applications, a saliency detection method should 
always maintain high precision and recall rates.

 

 
Similar to the results in the PETS2001 and OTCBVS datasets, the proposed temporal saliency 

detection methods LGT and FLGT perform better than the spatiotemporal saliency detection approaches 
STS and FSTS for videos captured with static camera, such as boat, freeway, ocean, peds, rain and traffic. 
The LGT and FLGT also show better results for some videos with camera motion such as cyclists, hockey 
and skiing. For the rest of the videos, the spatiotemporal saliency detection approaches STS and FSTS 
outperform LGT and FLGT. For video sequences such as freeway, ocean, peds, rain, and surf, faster 
variants FLGT and FSTS present better results than LGT and STS correspondingly. It should be noted 
that the STS method outperforms other comparative methods for videos such as chopper, flock and jump.

 

 
Figure 15 depicts the results of the proposed approaches and other methods for the videos in the VSD 

dataset. Almost all the videos present distinctive salient objects except the videos bird 1 and bird 2. Since 
the aforementioned two videos comprise salient object with highly cluttered background, almost all the 
other methods give poor performance. However, the proposed approach STS outperforms other methods 
and presents fair precision and recall rates for these two videos. Most of the methods present appreciable 
performance for the rest of the videos in VSD dataset. The proposed approach STS outperform all the 
other methods for all the videos in VSD dataset except for the videos such as skiing 1 and airplane. The 
LGT approach outperforms all the comparative methods for the video horses. The proposed methods LGT 
and STS perform better than their corresponding faster variants in most of the videos. 
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Fig. 14. Performance of different methods for individual videos in DSD dataset .  The eighteen graphics (a)-(r) show 

the comparative results for videos - birds, boats, bott le, chopper, cyclist s, flock, freeway, hockey, jump, landing, 

ocean, peds, rain, skiing, surf, surfers, t raffic, zodiac respect ively. 
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Fig. 15. Performance of different  methods for individual videos in VSD dataset .  The ten graphics (a)-(j) show 

comparat ive results for videos - rhino, bird 1, bird 2, horses, fox, sun flower, skiing 1, skiing 2, airplane, cat  

respect ively. 
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Dataset\ 

Method 

PETS2001 OTCBVS DSD VSD 

P R F P R F P R F P R F 
LGT - L = 1 0.12 0.69 0.12 0.15 0.66 0.16 0.17 0.37 0.17 0.34 0.27 0.30 

LGT - L = 2 0.17 0.93 0.18 0.15 0.68 0.16 0.19 0.45 0.19 0.36 0.31 0.33 

LGT - L = 3 0.19 0.94 0.21 0.15 0.69 0.16 0.19 0.46 0.20 0.38 0.33 0.35 
LGT - L = 4 0.20 0.94 0.22 0.16 0.70 0.17 0.20 0.47 0.20 0.39 0.34 0.36 

LGT - L = 5 0.21 0.95 0.22 0.16 0.70 0.17 0.20 0.47 0.20 0.39 0.34 0.36 
LGT - L = 6 0.21 0.95 0.22 0.15 0.69 0.16 0.20 0.47 0.20 0.39 0.34 0.36 

 

Table. 3. Performance of temporal saliency detect ion LGT with different  surrounding levels L. 

Dataset\ 
Fusion Method 

PETS2001 OTCBVS DSD VSD 

P R F P R F P R F P R F 

Addition 0.13 0.96 0.14 0.13 0.85 0.14 0.14 0.55 0.15 0.34 0.38 0.32 

Multiplication (LGT) 0.19 0.94 0.21 0.15 0.69 0.16 0.19 0.46 0.20 0.38 0.33 0.35 

Max 0.12 0.93 0.13 0.13 0.84 0.14 0.15 0.54 0.15 0.33 0.37 0.32 

Min 0.13 0.96 0.14 0.13 0.83 0.14 0.16 0.54 0.17 0.36 0.39 0.34 
 

Table. 4. Performance of different  fusion approaches for temporal saliency detect ion LGT.  

 
(a) (b)  (c)  (d)  

Fig. 16. Top (a) video frame, (b) local temporal saliency (c) global temporal saliency (d) ground t ruth. Bot tom, 

temporal saliency computed using (a) Addit ion fusion, (b) Mult iplication fusion (c) Maximum fusion (d) Minimum 

fusion. 

5.3 Evaluation of Inner Parameters and Fusion Approaches 

The influence of the surrounding levels parameter L in temporal saliency detection LGT is shown in 
table 3. As the parameter L increases, the performance of LGT is improved in all the datasets. It can be 
noticed that LGT achieves the best performance in almost test the datasets when L = 6. However, the 
higher L results in a slower computation speed. The parameter L is chosen to be 3, since there is no 
abrupt/significant change in the performance of LGT after L increases from 3. Since the scale of the 
salient objects in real world visual scenarios range from lower to higher, the parameter L might needed to 
be set higher in order to achieve effective single scale local temporal saliency estimation. However, the 
proposed parameter-free global temporal saliency detection can robustly achieve appreciable temporal 
saliency estimation regardless of the scale of the salient objects and of the performance of local temporal 
saliency detection. 

Table 4 depicts the performance of different fusion approaches for fusing local and global temporal 
saliencies for temporal saliency estimation. The Multiplication fusion strategy performs better than other 
fusion schemes in all the datasets. Usually, local and global temporal saliency estimations highlight 
moving objects as well as some noises. When fusing the two temporal saliency cues using integration 
approaches such as Addition and Max, final temporal saliency will include both salient objects and 
noises. The Min fusion approach does not consider the maximum saliency values of local and global 
temporal saliencies; thus, it excludes both highly salient objects and noises most of the time. Since the 
Multiplication fusion approach considers only the patches that are highlighted commonly in both 
temporal cues, it highlights the moving objects and reduces noises in the temporal saliency map. 
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Dataset\ 

Fusion Method 

PETS2001 OTCBVS DSD VSD 

P R F P R F P R F P R F 

Addition 0.04 0.76 0.05 0.05 0.48 0.05 0.16 0.57 0.17 0.68 0.77 0.68 

Multiplication 0.23 0.87 0.24 0.16 0.62 0.17 0.28 0.45 0.27 0.69 0.45 0.62 

Max (STS) 0.04 0.68 0.04 0.04 0.39 0.04 0.15 0.55 0.16 0.68 0.77 0.67 

Min 0.14 0.83 0.15 0.14 0.78 0.15 0.19 0.49 0.19 0.51 0.42 0.47 

 

Table. 5. Performance of different  fusion approaches for spat iotemporal saliency detect ion STS.  

 
(a) (b)  (c)  (d)  

Fig. 17. Top (a) video frame, (b) spatial saliency (c) temporal saliency (d) ground t ruth. Bot tom, spat iotemporal 

saliency computed using (a) Addit ion fusion, (b) Mult iplicat ion fusion (c) Max fusion (d) Min fusion. 

Visual comparison of different fusion approaches for temporal saliency fusion is depicted in figure 
16. The figure shows that both Addition fusion and Max fusion perform similarly. But, the temporal map 
generated by Addition fusion approach looks slightly better than that of Max fusion. Since the Min fusion 
approach misses out highly salient patches of local and global temproal saliencies, its temproal saliency 
map look darker than maps of other fusion approaches. Moreover, the Multiplication fusion presents 
better visual experience than the rest of the fusion approaches. 

The performance of different fusion approaches for fusing spatial and temporal saliencies for 
spatiotemporal saliency estimation is shown in table 5. As shown in table 2, the spatial saliency detection 
approach PR efficiently detects salient objects most of the time. The temporal saliency detection LGT 
usually contains partially or entirely detected salient objects. When the visual scene becomes static or the 
temporal saliency approach fails to detect the salient moving objects sometimes, integration approaches 
such as Multiplication fusion and Min fusion miss to include salient regions in spatiotemporal saliency 
maps. Since integration approaches such as Addition and Max consider saliencies of both spatial and 
temporal saliencies, the salient objects are efficiently detected when using these two fusion techniques. 
By considering their performances in the challenging datasets DSD and VSD, the integration approach 
used for fusing spatial and temporal saliencies in STS is empirically set to Max fusion. Even though the 
performance of Addition fusion is slightly better than that of Max fusion in the challenging datasets, the 
latter gives a better visual experience than the former. Moreover, the raw continuous saliency maps are 
highly desired than the binary saliency maps in some application scenarios [9].  

The qualitative comparison of different integration approaches for spatiotemporal saliency fusion is 
depicted in figure 17. Since the temporal saliency map only sometimes partially highlights the salient 
object, the Multiplication and Min fusion approaches fail to highlight the entire salient object uniformly. 
This also results Addition fusion approach to present slightly suppressed salient regions. The figure shows 
that Max fusion approach present better saliency map than other fusion approaches. 
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Fig. 18. Visual comparison of the saliency maps of state-of-the-art temporal and spat iotemporal saliency detect ion 

methods and the proposed temporal and spat iotemporal saliency detection methods. The top four rows and bot tom 

four rows are the saliency maps computed by different  methods for video frames from PETS2001 dataset  and 

OTCBVS dataset  correspondingly. 

5.4 Visual Comparison  

Figure 18 depicts a visual comparison of saliency maps
2
 of the state-of-the-art methods and the 

proposed methods for the PETS2001 and OTCBVS datasets. Since the two datasets comprise scenes 
taken from static cameras, the proposed temporal saliency detection methods LGT and FLGT, and other 
temporal saliency detection methods PD and PCAWSal detect salient moving objects with less 
background noises most of the time. The proposed approaches STS and FSTS, and the rest of the other 
methods highlight the foreground as well as background regions. 

The saliency maps of the proposed methods and different methods for the DSD and VSD datasets are 
depicted in figure 19. The proposed spatiotemporal saliency detection approaches STS and FSTS present 
better visual experience than the proposed temporal saliency detection approaches and other approaches. 
Almost all the comparative methods except GBVS and SEG highlight only object boundaries. In almost 
all the saliency maps, only a slight visual difference present is between the proposed approaches and their 
faster variants. 

5.5 Time Comparison 

In table 6, the performance of different methods is compared using the running time taken to process 
a video frame with resolution 400×300. The computation time are taken in a computer with Intel i5 2.50 
GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM. In the computation time of the proposed STS, temporal saliency detection 
LGT takes 6.43s (69%) and spatial saliency detection PR takes 2.79s (30%) of the overall time, while 
spatiotemporal saliency assignment takes only about 0.09s (0.01%). 

                                                 
2
 Supplemental material containing visual comparison of saliency maps of different methods for all the datasets is available at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_iCUhDh1LZvSklzUjhjTXk2NFE/view?usp=sharing  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_iCUhDh1LZvSklzUjhjTXk2NFE/view?usp=sharing
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Fig. 19. Visual comparison of the saliency maps of state-of-the-art temporal and spat iotemporal saliency detect ion 

methods and the proposed temporal and spat iotemporal saliency detection methods. The top four rows and bot tom 

four rows are the saliency maps computed by different  methods for videos in DSD dataset  and VSD dataset  

correspondingly. 

Method SEG SeR FastSUN Simpsal GBVS PQFT PD PCAWSal 
Our 

LGT 
Our 

FLGT 
Our 
STS 

Our 
FSTS 

Time(s) 22.38 0.99 0.53 0.46 0.26 0.19 0.11 0.08 6.43 5.96 9.23 8.19 

Code Matlab Matlab C++ Matlab Matlab Matlab Matlab Matlab Matlab Matlab Matlab Matlab 

 

Table. 6. Running t ime taken for different  methods to process a 400×300 video frame.  

Optical flow estimation takes 44% of the time of the temporal saliency approach LGT. The most time 
consuming process in temporal saliency estimation is optical flow estimation and patch level flow 
abstraction, which take 45% of the time of LGT. The local and global temporal saliency estimations take 
4% and 0.02% of the time of overall time, where fusion of local and global saliencies demand only about 
6% of the time. The uniform sampling based patch segmentation in FLGT reduces the computation time 
of LGT by 8%. Furthermore, the faster patch segmentation and region segmentation in FSTS reduce the 
computation time of STS by 12%. 

Without resizing the image with maximum dimension being 400 pixels, the times taken for LGT and 
STS to process a video frame with resolution 600×800 (4 times larger than the resized image) are 21. 98s 
and 35.25s correspondingly. So, the image resizing reduces the computation time of LGT by 71%, where 
the running time is reduced by 74% for STS. Without any resizing, the times taken for LGT and STS to 
process a video frame with resolution 150×200 (4 times smaller than the resized image) are 2.84s and 
1.65s, respectively. Thus, the resizing increases the computing time for video frames with smaller 
dimensions. So, image resizing can be avoided for spatiotemporal saliency estimation in videos with 
maximum pixel resolution lower than 400. Due to the technical advancements in smartphones and digital 
cameras, images and videos captured using these devices usually come with higher pixel resolution. 
Therefore, image resizing is highly desired for faster estimation of spatiotemporal saliency in many real 
world applications. 
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The running time of the proposed spatiotemporal saliency detection approach is slower since the 
implementation of the proposed method is an unoptimized Matlab code. So, faster saliency estimation can 
be achieved by an optimized C++ implementation for real-time performance. 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

A novel spatiotemporal salient region detection approach is presented in this paper. The spatial salient 
region detection method integrates both patch level and region level abstractions in a unified way. The 
spatial salient region detection method robustly detects salient regions irrespective of the number of 
regions and type of region segmentation method. The simple and computationally efficient adaptive 
saliency refinement approach uniformly highlights the salient regions and inhibits saliencies of the 
background noises. Moreover, the proposed patch level motion abstraction approach efficiently abstracts 
optical flow of a video frame, which assists the temporal saliency detection to achieve robust and 
effective salient object detection performance. The multi-level center surround difference based local 
temporal saliency and the parameter free global temporal saliency were combined in a unified way for 
temporal salient region detection. By considering the wider applications of saliency detection and their 
different need in speed and accuracy, faster variants of the proposed salient region detection 
methodologies were also presented in this paper. 

The experiments were conducted on two widely used surveillance video datasets and two challenging 
salient object detection video datasets. Experimental results of the proposed temporal and spatiotemporal 
salient region detection methodologies have shown their potential and robust performance in salient 
object detection in comparison to several state-of-the-art methods. It is worthwhile to note that the faster 
variants of the proposed temporal and spatiotemporal salient region approaches also outperformed peer 
approaches in some cases. The experimental results on the performance of the individual steps in the 
proposed approaches, as well as the influence of inner parameter in temporal saliency detection were also 
presented. The performance of different integration schemes for temporal and spatiotemporal saliency 
fusions were analyzed using both quantitative and qualitative evaluations. In addition to quantitative 
comparison with the other methods, visual and time comparisons of the proposed approaches and other 
methods were also presented in this paper. 

The performance of the spatial salient region detection can be improved by incorporating other spatial 
saliency cues such as border prior, semantic prior, color prior etc. Similar to the spatial saliency 
refinement approach, a suitable temporal saliency refinement approach will also be proposed for reducing 
temporal saliency assignment to background regions in future. The proposed spatiotemporal salient region 
approach has many potential applications, such as saliency based video retargeting, video compression, 
video summarization, etc., all of which will form the focus of our future efforts. 
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